Acquaintance
Package: MiJia Smart PTZ Camera x1, power adapter x1, instruction x1
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Technical specifications
Name: MiJia Smart PTZ Camera
Model: MJSXJ01CM
Power consumption: 5V = 2A
Resolution: 720p
Operating temperature: 10 ° C ~ 50 ° C
Data storage: Micro SD card (maximum support 32GB)
Support: Android 4.0 or iOS 7.0 or higher
CMIIT ID: 2017DP1192
Standard: Q31 / 011500019BC004-2015
Size: 115x78x78mm
Weight: 239g
Viewing Angle: 100.4 °
Focal length: 2.8mm

Подключение
- Turning the camera on
Connect the power adapter to the Micro USB port of the device, after which
the orange indicator will flash.
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- Camera button
Reset button: Press and hold the button to reset
- Indicator
Constantly lit blue indicator: connection is made / normal use of the device
Flashing orange: waiting for connection
Blinking Blue: Internet Problems
Slow Flashing Orange: Software Update

* If the orange indicator does not light up, press and hold the reset button.
* After connecting the device to the power supply, before turning the
camera lens in different directions, perform all camera settings in the
mobile application.

- Installation of the APP

The presence of toxic and harmful substances

To install the client application on your smartphone, open the Mi Store and
find the «Mi Smart Home» APP or scan the QR code.
This device is already in the list of devices in the «MI Smart Home»,
supports the MIUI system, and can also interface with other smart devices
in your home.

- Connecting Other Devices
Open the APP and connect other devices using the prompts of the client
application (for fast connection of other devices a good Wi-Fi signal is
needed, the camera should be turned on and the orange indicator should
blink).

A: Toxic and harmful substances in all components of this device are
contained in an amount below the limit value according to SJ / T113632006 «Requirements for limiting the presence of toxic and harmful
substances in goods.»
X: indicates the presence of toxic and noxious substances in at least one
of the components of this device in an amount exceeding the limit value,
according to SJ / T11363-2006 «Requirements for limiting the presence
of toxic and harmful substances in goods.»

Manufacturer: Shanghai Chuangmi Technology Ltd.
Address: Shanghai city, ZhangJiang Gaokejiyuan District, Chengxia Road
399, Alley 1, Office 908

Camera functions

- Records history

- Check the situation in the house with a video camera for 24 hours
(automatic switching night / day shooting)

By inserting the Micro SD card into the camera slot, you can record and
save the video, then at any time view everything that happened earlier in
your home.
Make sure the Micro SD card is functioning properly.
Maximum support for Micro SD card 32 GB.
Choose FAT 32 memory card format.

Camera switching mode
Panoramic 360 ° view, remote control of the angle of view of the
camera lens
Image correction function, wide-angle image distortion correction
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Control in your home

- Use of the camera by all family members

- Different viewing angle at different times

Provide access to your family members to view the video recording of the
camera using the settings in the APP. To have access to one camera, all
users must install the APP and use the same account.

The function of saving different scenes, changing the angle of view at a
certain time in accordance with the user settings. Sending notifications to
your mobile phone.
Sensitivity (low sensitivity of the camera by default, high / low sensitivity
support)
In case of motion detection in the room, the camera records video and
sends it to the APP.

Guarantee

Conditions that are not covered by warranty service

Warranty service is carried out in accordance with the law on «Consumer
Rights of the People’s Republic of China» and «Law on the quality of
China’s products.» Warranty service includes:

1. Maintenance of the device in unauthorized service centers, improper
use, fall, negligence, abuse, liquid penetration, accident if the label and
labeling of the device are torn or smeared;

1. Within 7 days from the date of purchase, in case of a problem from
the «Fault List», the Xiaomi Service Center determines the cause of the
problem, after which you can choose a free replacement of the goods,
return or repair.

2. The warranty has expired;

2. Within 8-15 days from the date of purchase, in case of a problem from
the «Fault List», the Xiaomi Service Center identifies the problem, after
which you choose a free replacement or repair.
3. Within 12 months from the date of purchase, in case of a problem from
the «Fault List», the Xiaomi Service Center determines the problem, after
which you are provided with free repair.

3. Damage caused by force majeure;
4. Breakdowns that do not correspond to the «List of faults» of the Xiaomi
Service Center;
5. Breakdown of the device from the «Fault List», which arose in connection
with the human factor and which prevent its normal operation.

Online service: www.mi.com/service
Hot line number: 400-100-56678
More information can be found at: www.mi.com
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